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Brewed wine people know, take the snake and soaked in wine, with ginseng and other fine herbs in traditional Chinese medicine, but
the concept of tonic. 

the west, we don't know much about the snake and the wine, but there is one person who integrates the two. Kobe effect is still
constantly spreading, like a fine wine, waving incense, floating floating, floating over the entire manor. from the black mamba to Vino,
but also reflects the Kobe occupation career stages of their different view. In fact, Kobe for the first ten years of occupation career
wearing No. 8 foot adidas shoes is very disdain, he thinks the number 24 himself is the most glorious peak story, but No. 8 Kobe but
feel more real. 
also in Kobe's retirement on the occasion, Kobe's shoes brand owner Adidas launched Vino Pack, this pair of shoes is taken from
Kobe the nickname Nike fade to black although not suit so unpopular, but from the appearance, you can think of to do quite authentic
"". Kobe by walking a fine line, you may feel not kind, and cigar creative in the Nike LeBron series Air Jordan CC set the cork and
wine has been used, but put aside these external factors, it is very worth pondering goloshes. the tongue is another highlight, Nascita
is the Italian "born", meaning Kobe spent his childhood in the Apennine Peninsula, grape pattern below Nascita word, on behalf of the
Italy Wine superb technology. 

Converse has expressed the originality and spirit of "Made by , you" in a special exhibition and interactive presentation at the recently
concluded Shanghai strawberry music festival. Chinese mainland famous bands, including collapsar new pants, the Houhai sharks,
remoulds the statue the right, and the hedgehog, rotating bowling members will own Converse All Star shoes fans show in front of
people feel the shoes behind the music, more to stimulate the spirit of young people unlimited creativity and self expression. 

's rights to rebuild statues in the Converse experience zone, the band's East China and Zhang watch, also brought an unexpected
performance from the unseen ONE-OFF-JAM. In addition, Liu Kun Di Kuai frontman using toy phone, bell readily soundable items,
together with a guitar and a sound effect device, combination of visual and auditory double enjoy fun. Two special shows not only the
audience zero distance contact strawberry on the stage of the band members, are presented in the conventional experimental stage
can never see a show for everyone, the original performance, with freedom, in the Converse arena with a infinite creativity. 
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